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This was another successful year for the trust. We set off from Greenock to 

Holy Loch on Tuesday morning after basic training. On to Milport on 

Wednesday and sailed back from Rhu to Greenock Friday morning. 

 

 

 Despite some light winds we covered fifty five nautical miles in three days 

always under sail sometimes reaching speeds of ten knots. 

  



We were able to take eight youngsters four lads and four girls on this 

wonderful adventure with the support of three teachers two of whom are 

trustees Jenni and myself, Cindy and Joe a sixth former from Huddersfield 

(Sean’s older brother) one of our regulars! Everyone was fully involved in all 

aspects of the trip from handling ropes sails and helming to preparing meals 

and keeping the Alba Ventura our 70 ft fifty tonne yacht ship shape and Bristol 

fashion. 

 

The skipper Trevor was particularly supportive. I contacted him prior to our 

trip. This year much more thought had been put into preparing for us. I had put 

the log book into braille and large print as well as preparing tactile sketch 

maps.  The Ocean Trust also had some labelled tactile maps of the Firth of 

Clyde. Each of the hangers for waterproofs had been labelled with tactile 

symbols and where possible steps had been marked up with striped tape to 

give more contrast for our partially sighted youngsters.  There was even the 

option of a bleeper on the ship’s wheel to help blind youngsters helming to 

stay on course.  



 

.Detailed explanations were given about how weather and tides would 

influence how we planned our journey and where it would be best to sail. 

We saw seals, porpoises and gannets diving for fish. 

 



 

 There was also a James Bond moment when a police RIB sped across to us to 

ask us to stay clear of a fully armed nuclear submarine. This seemed to appear 

from nowhere it was huge overshadowing our boat as it glided by.  It was 

escorted by Special Boat troops heavily armed with machine guns  



 

Another exciting and memorable event was listening in on a May Day call from 

a fishing boat n distress off the coast of Ireland near Belfast. The crew were 

safely rescued and the boat recovered after several hours of anxious radio 

exchanges. 

Whilst on night watch an Cindy and Rhiana witnessed an international  space 

station passing over the night sky  like a giant UFO. 

 

 

  



We sailed in all weather conditions including sunshine! We used a storm sail to 

replace the stay sail in windy conditions and hoisted a fore sail whilst taking a 

course down wind.     

There were some great music nights, superb singing and improvised percussion 

from the galley! A lovely comment by Trevor our skipper at the end of the 

voyage was when he was describing a magical moment for him. It was when 

we were up on deck under full sail in the sunshine with everyone singing and 

smiling.  He had never experienced a trip where youngsters were so warm and 

sociable before.  



 

On returning home I was delighted to receive so many thanks from our 

youngsters both verbally and in writing. 

 The voyage gave those who took part an opportunity to learn new skills, gain 

knowledge and experience so many new exciting things. I also feel the young 

Ocean trust volunteers who came along learnt a great deal from us as well. 



 

 

 A special thank you to Jenni for taking us up there and back safely. Also a 

special thank you too, to Cindy and Joe for their enthusiastic support and for 

all their help with all aspects of the expedition, including the safety of our 

special participants. Without this voluntary support from people giving freely 

of their holidays these events would not be possible.  



 

Everyone learnt on this journey and came away with special memories it was 

rewarding to see the smiles on the faces of everyone on board. 

     Jeff Davies September 2011 


